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Abstract

We study a generalization of the superstring theory in which both world-sheet and

space-time supersymmetries are explicit. This hybrid superstring interpolates

between the Green-Schwarz and the Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz formulations. We

show that the Beltrami parametrization of the world-sheet provides a natural setting

for the description of K-transformations already in the Green-Schwarz string. We

construct the hybrid superstring action using the (1,1) supersymmetric version of

the Beltrarïii parametrization. We discuss the generalization of K-transformations.
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In the two conventional formulations of superstringW, space-time and world-sheet

supersymmetries are incorporated in somewhat complementary ways, in the sense that only one

of them is manifest by construction whereas the other one must be disclosed a posteriori by

rather involved procedures.

The approach of Ramondt2! and Neveu-Schwarz^J (the RNS superstring) has manifest

world-sheet supersymmetry from the beginning. Accordingly, the space-time coordinate Xa

can be taken to be a superfield in two dimensions. Space-time supersymmetry, on the other

hand, is established only after a suitable truncation of the spectrum, as performed by Gliozzi,

Scherk and Olivet (the GSO projection).

In the Green-Schwarz formulation^ (the GS superstring) the situation is just the other

way round : space-time supersymmetry is manifest by construction. The basic variables are the

vectorial and spinorial coordinates of some target superspace. Here, the two dimensional

world-sheet supersymmetry is revealed only after a subtle gauge fixing involving a new type of

local fermionic symmetry^ (the K-transformations, which were first discovered for the super-

particle

The obvious idea to overcome this complementarity is to take the target superspace

coordinates to be two dimensional superfields, thus providing a combination of the RNS and

GS formulations such that both, space-time and world-sheet supersymmetry, are explicit by

construction. In the same sense as the bosonic string coordinate describes a mapping from the

two dimensional world-sheet into D-dimensional target space, this generalization would

correspond to a mapping from two dimensional superspace into D-dimensional target super-

space. Of course, the RNS formulation should be recovered from such a description by taking

the spinorial superfields equal to zero. On the other hand, the GS superstring should be

obtained when keeping only the lowest components in the superfield expansions.

Such a superspace to superspace construction was first investigated by Brooks,

Muhammad and Gatesf7! and later by Brooks^! and by Fischt9! for the case of (1,0) world-

sheet and N=I target space supersymmetry. In particular in ref.[7] it was argued that (1,0) is

the unique type of world-sheet supersymmetry that is compatible with the local fermionic K-

transformations.

In this letter we examine in some detail the case of (1,1) world-sheet supersymmetry

and N=2 target space supersymmetry and study the properties of the corresponding

generalization of K transformations. In our discussion we insist in particular on the relevance

of the Beltrami parametrization for the formulation of the GS superstring and its world-sheet

supersymmetric generalization.



Beltrami variables have been shown to be crucial in the covariant quantization of the

bosonic stringf10"12!. Most important in this context is the factorization of the BRS algebra of

the Beltrami differentials and suitable combinations of diffeomorphism ghost fields. Otherwise

stated, the Beltrami parametrization serves to disentangle the geometric structure of the world-

sheet into left and right sectors, features which have been generalized to (I,l)t13"15l and

(2,2)t16] world-sheet supersymmetry as well.

As we shall discuss in detail below, the GS superstring with its intriguing chiral

structures, visualized usually by means of world-sheet projection operators, fits remarkably

well in this scheme. It appears, in fact, that the N=2 supersymmetry structure of target

superspace seems to be intimately connected with this left-right decomposition of the world-

sheet geometry in terms of the Beltrami parametrization.

To be more precise, let us first discuss the usual GS superstring, i.e. without world-

sheet supersymmetry. It is convenient to combine the world-sheet coordinates o and x into

x* = a ± T. Correspondingly, the local frame (or zweibein) e , which is a one form in two

dimensions, is parametrized as e+ = dx+ e+
+ + dx~ e_+ and e~ = dx+ e+~ + dx~ e_~. The

Beltrami parametrization of the frame consists in isolating e+
+ and e_~, which we shall call

the structure group factors, such that e+ = H+ e+
+ and e~ = jx~ e_~ with \i+ = dx++ dx~ |i_+

and uT = dx~ + dx+ \i+~.

Due to Lorentz-Weyl invariance in two dimensions, e+
+ and e_~ are redundant

variables in the string action and we may take |J._+, H+" together with Xa and 0 , *P (the

spinorial coordinates of N=2 target superspace) as the basic variables for the description of the

GS superstring. The world-sheet differentials

* ^ (1)

are invariant under space-time supersymmetry transformations of constant parameters E, cp,

(2)

ÔXâ = - j (0ue*+^F1V) T ^ . (3)

In addition, we define



n L
â =dX â + j d G ^ G ^ T ^ (4)L ^

= dXa + \ d ^ ¥ * T^*-. (5)

Here, we consider rigid target superspace only; the constant torsion TVn is related to the D-

diraensional T-matrices in the usual way (T^n = -2i

Lagrangian is then given as the coefficient of the two form

diraensional T-matrices in the usual way (T^n = -2i ( r T 4 ) ^ ) . The GS superstring

with*.)

L(O)

L1 =

L2 =

= L1 + o L2

1 __a *.--b

j i r nfi
gbJl

(6)

<7)

(g)

World-sheet reparametrization of L(o) is guaranteed by construction, as is the space-
time supersymmetry of L1 ; L2 is space-time supersymmetric only in the classical critical

dimensions D = 10,6,4 and 3t17l

In addition, for the values o = ±1, the GS superstring action is invariant under K-

transformations. To be definite, we shall discuss the case a = +1 (the other sign amounts to a

permutation of © and xr) and write down the corresponding Lagrangian in full detail:

L(I) = H+IX"

(V+X11 V_ ¥& ¥ * + V_ X h V+

? ( V + 0 & 0 ^ V , 0 s © * + V + »P J i y ï

+ 2 V+ 0 Û 0 * V_¥£ V9) X ^ f l } (9)

with V7P=Ty1* V

Q±a = v ± x a + 1 <v± && @x+v±

v+xa = I O+-H+"ajxa, v_xa = L o_-n_+a+>xâ,
H = I - ^ + " H_+, same for V± e 4 , V± H*a.



So far, a concise geometrical description of these additional symmetries is lacking; the

only criterion for their description is the invariance of the Lagrangian (9) itself.

We wish to describe the structure of the K-transformations in two steps. First of all, the

variations of X are determined by those of 0 , *r in the following way:

ÔXa = \ (©& 80* + ¥ (10)

SV /V 1 1

For the moment, the variations 8© , SV and m.~ =—8u.", m_+s - S u + are still kept

arbitrary. The resulting variation of L(I) is then given as

2 V_ ¥& S ^ T / -m_+ Q+
a)} Q+

h
 gj2a. (11)

In the next step, inspection of eq.(ll) shows that 5L(I) vanishes identically if the

transformations of the spinorial target space coordinate © and of the Beltrami differential

fx+~ are parametrized in the following way*) &h

S 0 y = T^d C $ - Q_ d + A + V+ 0 * (12)

m+~ ^ (V+B^)Cf. (13)

The corresponding transformation laws for the conjugate variables *r and n_+ are :

d + A " V_ ¥ * (14)

. (15)

*) The matrices T ^ satisfy r * b Tm£a + T ^ T ^ = S*



Remarkably enough, the parameters CL and CL+ cany world-sheet as well as target

space indices. Whereas they are spinors with respect to target space, on the world-sheet they

correspond to vectors in the Beltrami parametrization, i.e.

(17)

The parametrization (16),(17) is the analog of the Beltrami parametrization for the
diffeomorphism vector field parameters C+, £~ which is defined as

S + = C + + C-^L+ (18)

S" = 4"+ ^+ILl+-. (19)

The parameters A+ and A~ in eqs (12) and (14) should not be confused with the

diffeomorphism transformations.

Putting together the transformations (12)-(15) and the diffeomorphisms gives rise to the

following intriguing structure of transformations:

m + - = (V+ 0 * ) C $ - + V+S- (20)

^ $ (S+H-A+)V+©*. (21)

Correspondingly,

m_+ = (V_¥$) C / + V_S+ (22)

^ ^ + + ^ ( 2 3 )

For completeness, we also give the variation of Xa, taking into account the definitions (4),(5):



6Xâ = (S+ + A+) V+Xa + (2~ + A") V_ Xâ

H* (T* C / Q+
12. (24)

Finally, explicit computation shows that this set of transformations closes on Xa by

means of the equations of motion for the Beltrami differentials and on |x_+, |X+~ by means of

the equations of motion for Xa, whereas on 0 a and *Pa the commutator of two trans-

formations closes without need of equations of motion. In all cases, however, the structure

functions are field dependent.

The particular form of the transformation laws (20)-(23) seems to suggest that the

spinorial target space coordinates know about the special world-sheet properties in terms of

Beltrami variables : 0 f l and Cfl are associated with the left sector variables \i+~ and S",

whereas Y f i and Cffl are related to the right sector variables n_+and S+.

These remarks conclude our discussion of the usual GS classical superstring action and

its symmetries. We hope to have convinced the reader that the Beltrami parametrization of the

world-sheet, which has turned out to be useful in other contexts, is the appropriate tool for the

description of the Green-Schwarz superstring as well.

The generalization of the Green-Schwarz superstring with explicit world-sheet super-

symmetry - we shall refer to it as the hybrid superstring - can be formulated very much along

the same lines. In this case, the Beltrami parametrization in its supersymmetric version^15! turns

out to be an essential tool.

Our first concern is to construct an action which is at the same time invariant under

world-sheet and space-time supersymmetry. This can most easily be achieved in a superfield

formalism. To this end we observe that the definitions (l)-(4) remain valid if we promote X 3 ,

0^ , Y a to superfields and the exterior derivative d to the exterior superspace derivative in

two dimensions. Accordingly, in the usual covariant superspace approach, the one forms n a

are defined as

= E A n A
â , (25)



with E the frame of two dimensional superspace geometry and the superspace index A
running over vectorial indices a •» (+,-) and spinorial indices oc~ (1,2). The coefficients are
defined in terms of covariant superspace derivatives 2?A as

n A
â s £>A Xa + y (2>A 0 Û 0* + <DK ¥

f i ¥*) T ^ â . (26)

The same notations apply of course, mutatis mutandis, to ITR , n L and dO**, d ¥ a .

Denoting by E the superdeterminant of the frame in superspace we can construct the

superspace densities

L1 « E n^I^gfca (27)

- L2 = E (n L l
a nR2

h + n L / nR l
h) gM (28)

as superfield generalizations of the GS Lagrangian discussed earlier.

As in the pure Green-Schwarz case the properties of the hybrid superstring formulation

are most naturally studied in terms of the Beltrami parametrization of two dimensional super-

space geometry. In this parametrization the frame of superspace is decomposed according to

E + = M + A +
+ , E 1 = M 1 (A +

+ ) 1 7 2 + M + A +
1 (29)

E " = M~ A_~, E 2 = M 2 (A_") 1 / 2 + M~ A_ 2 , (30)

such that*)

M +
+ = 1 , M +

1 = 0 (31)

M_~ = 1 , M _ 2 = 0 . (32)

Here, the superfields A+
+ , A_~ play the role of the structure group factors e+

+ , e_~

encountered earlier (e+
+, e_~ are now defined as the lowest components of the superfields

A+
+, A_~). The superfields A+ , A_ are the corresponding supersymmetric extensions.

*) Coefficients of the one forms EA, MA are defined with respect to the frame E(0)A of rigid

superspace, i.e. EA = E(0)A AB
A, MA = E(0)B MB

A (for more details see ref. [15]).



Since the relation between EA and M is invertible, the one forms n a may be

equally well written in the basis of the M , i.e.

E A n A a- = M A Q A
â , (33)

with the equivalent of (26) given as

(34)

The new derivatives VA on Xa, 0 a , *Pfl are defined as VA = M - 1
A

B DB with DB the

usual covariant derivatives of flat superspace. Taking into account these definitions the

superspace densities of eqs (27),(28) are then written as

L i - M Q 1
1 Q 2

1 1 J J , (35)

L 2 = M ( Q L l
â
 Q R 2

1 2 + Q L / QRl
h) g M (36)

with M now the superdeterminant of MB .

Observe that the superfields A+
+, A+ and their conjugates do not appear in the super-

space densities L1 and L2, due to the invariance of (27), (28) with respect to super-Weyl and

Lorentz transformations in superspace. Moreover, L1 and L2 are, by construction, invariant

under general coordinate transformations in the world-sheet superspace, ensuring invariance of

the corresponding component field actions under diffeomorphisms and local supersymmetry

transformations in two dimensions. Concerning global target space supersymmetry, L1 is

invariant by construction whereas L2 is invariant only in the same space-time dimensions as the

GS superstring and up to total superspace derivatives.

As already anticipated in the introductory remarks, the Lagrangian densities L1 and L2

reproduce those of the RNS or GS superstrings upon suitable truncations. When © = *F

= 0 in (35),(36), L1 reproduces the RNS superstring Lagrangian whereas L2 vanishes. On

the other hand, the GS superstring is obtained by expanding (35) and (36) in terms of

component fields and keeping only the lowest components in the superfield expansion of X ,

To illustrate these mechanisms in some more detail we shall write down explicitly the

component field version of (35),(36). The usual textbook proceduref 18J for the definition of



component fields and the construction of component field actions can be applied with minor
modifications to the present easel 15]. This means that the Beltrami differentials n_+ and | j .+~

1 2 1
acquire supersymmetry partners |x_ and \i+ respectively (lowest components of M_ and

2
M+ ). Likewise, the Beltrami parametrization in superspace can be extended to define the
component fields in the superfield expansion of X and © in such a way that they are inert

under Weyl and Lorentz transformations and obey well defined general coordinate and

supersymmetry transformations. These features can be established on the grounds of a concise

geometrical construction as explained in great detail in ref. [15]. For our present purpose we

simply present the relevant definitions and refer to the original literature for a more complete

discussion.

We define the component field expansion of the bosonic coordinate superfield as

follows:

Xâ(x) = Xâ |
XiHx) = V1X1I, X2\z) = V 2X â |
Fâ(x) = J(V 1 V 2 -V 2 V 1 )X 4 I . (37)

The vertical bar denotes, as usual, projection to the lowest superfield component and we have

used the same letter for the superfield A and its lowest component, in order to avoid

proliferation of symbols. The superfield expansion (37) of X gives the component field

content of the RNS superstring. Similarly the component fields of © are defined as

0â(x) = 0 â |

= V 1 S 8 1 I , A2
fl(x) = V 2 0 f l |

= T (V1 V2 - V2 V1) 0
a I. (38)

Observe that the component fields Ajfl(x), A2
fl(x) and <|)fii.x) occur neither in the RNS nor

in the GS formulation of superstring.

For notational simplicity we shall only keep one of the spinorial coordinate superfields

(N=I target space supersymmetry) in the explicit construction of the component field

Lagrangian : one may keep in mind the symmetry property

L(Xâ, 0 f i , *¥*, <7) = L(Xâ, ¥ f l , e^, -G) (39)



of the complete superfield action. The component field action for L(a) = L(X , 0, © , a ) is

determined as

H J * ? +1 U+
2X2"

B V 6 (D
A l A2 A2 % # • (40)

The derivatives V+ and V_ are the same as in the GS case and we have defined y = F + j

A i A 2 Ï T / ' It is immediate to see that for (a= 1,2) Xa
a = 0, ^ = O, A a

a = 0, <(>a = 0

the action (40) reduces to the usual GS superstring action for N=I space-time supersyrnmetry

(eqs (40) and (9) are identical if, in addition, we take a = +1 in (40) and ^ = O in (9))*).

Deferring a more detailed description of the component field formulation to a separate

publication we wish to return to the discussion of the full superfield actions as defined in

(35),(36) and address the issue of a generalization of the local fermionic symmetries to the case

of the hybrid superstring. To be definite we shall first study the behaviour of the superfield

action L(I) = L1 + L2, with L1 and L2 defined in eqs (35) and (36), under arbitrary

variations of the basic variables.

*) Also, the (1,0) world-sheet supersymmetric component field action of ref.[9] appears to

correspond to eq. (40) for a = - 1 , it = 0. A
2

f l = 0, ^ = O, <>fl = 0.

10



Considering the variations 50 , S*F of the target space coordinate superfields we

define S 3 = 8Xa - j (0^80* + V8SV3) T ^ . The situation for the superfields describing the

structure of the supersymmetric world-sheet is slightly more complicated due to the presence of

constraints in the corresponding superspace geometry^15!. Parametrizing by mB = M~ B

BMQ the variations of the Beltrami superfields MB discussed earlier, this means that not all

of the variational superfields mB are independent : they have to satisfy the variational
constraint equations. It turns out, however, that the variation of the action with respect to the
Beltrami superfields is given solely in terms of the unconstrained superfields m{~ and

m2
+.Altogher we obtain

ÔL(l) = 5x aL(i) + 8QaL(I) + S ^ L ( I ) + 5 m f L(I) + 8^ + L(I ) (41)

with

= 2 M 00*Q2k V1 ©
f i T / g i ] 2 (42)

= -2 M 5 * * Q1
12 V2 ̂  Tg* gâb_ (43)

6mfL(l) =-jMm1-Q2
b(V2Q2â-V2#V20ÏT^)gâb (44)

+L(D =-iMm2+Q1^(V1 Q1S- V 1 ^ V 1 (45)

-V1 Q / + V1 6 * V2 © * T / ) gâ l2. (46)

The coefficients of the arbitrary variations in eqs (42)-(46) define the superfield equations of

motion corresponding to the superfield Lagrangian L(I).

Coming back r.o K-transformations we note that, as before, the Beltrami parametrization

of superspace provides the relevant variables. As a generalisation of the transformation (13) we

take

S . (47)

Observe that now the parameters C^ - are superfields in two dimensions. As pointed out

earlier the variational superfields mj~ and m2
+ determine all the remaining ones as a

consequence of the superspace constraints. In particular one has

11



V - (VQP)Cfm+- = - j V1In1- ^(V+QP)Cf-J(V1 0^)(V1 C^") (48)

in agreement with the usual GS case. The transformation of the target space coordinate 0**

reads

00* = ^

- h \ (V2C2,")Q2^+7V2^V2(S^C^-. (49)

Moreover, the additional bosonic symmetry transformation A+ of the GS superstring
on 0 ^ generalizes to

with

80* = A+ V+ ©*+ A1 V1 0* (50)

A1 = - ^ V 1 A + . (51)

Finally, the Xa variation is expressed in terms of the variable Sa as (IY. = ( T T

1 (52)

with respect to C^ transformations and as

lP- = \ A+ V1 0
e V1 @P T^ (53)

with respect to A+ transformations.

We wish to emphasize that the superfield transformations (47-53) reduce to the usual
GS transformations once supersymmetry is switched off. The transformations (50) and (53)
leave the superfield action L(I) invariant. Unfortunately unlike the GS case the action L(I) is
not invariant under the transformations we propose in (47,49,52). By an explicit calculation one
finds for the CL variation of L(I), viz.

6 C _ L(I) = 5 @ a L ( l ) + S m r L ( l ) + S x a L ( l ) , (54)

12



the following expression:

ô c _ L(I) = - j M V 2 # Q 2 J 2 Q 2 a ( T ] - ^ V 1 C k " . (55)

This non-invariance of the Lagrangian calls for some comments, of course. First of all,

from the special form of (55) we conclude that the coefficient of V1 C^ would be absent in

the case of (1,0) world-sheet supersymmetryt7!. On the other hand, in the case of (1,1)

world-sheet supersymmetry , one could imagine to require V1C3, = 0, thus achieving

invariance under transformations of chirally constrained parameters. This spinorial chiral

constraint would in turn imply the vectorial chiral constraint V+Cffl = 0, whose meaning is not

easily understood. Also, the chirality constraint would allow to compensate the K-

transformation of the Beltrami differential by (super)diffeomorphism transformations.

Of course this is an unusual situation which deserves further study. We do not exclude

that the structures presented here might be incomplete - one could think of introducing a gauge

potential for the local fermionic symmetries^] which might also open the way for a geometric

formulation of the corresponding BRST structure. Investigations in this direction are under

way.

We would like to thank R. Kallosh for a stimulating discussion on future directions of
research.
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